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Roots of Rhythm World Drumming Teacher Workshop 2006
Lesson Plan for Chapter 2

Title Hispanic Rhythmic Patterns and Drums [Bongos]				Kimberly Alfred  
										7/13/06												Cleveland, OH 
Grade Category Middle and High School 

Lesson Time 4-5 lessons (50 minutes)

Goals 
N/A

Objectives 
Students will imitate rhythmic patterns created by the teacher or taken from the drum performance on "Oshossi" from Afro- Brazilian Religous Songs and from Roots of Rhythm CD track 11.

Content Standards
2. Performing on instruments, alone and with others, a varied repertoire of music.
3. Improvising melodies, variations, and accompaniments.
6. Listening to, analyzing, and describing music.
9. Understanding music in relation to history and culture.

Materials
1. Recordings: Afro-Brazilian Religious Songs: Cantigas de Candomble, Amazonia
2. Book: Sounds of the World: Music of Latin America: Mexico, Ecuador, Brazil (Reston, VA: 
MENC National Conference, 1987)
3. Classroom drums: bongos or congas, claves, triangles, sticks, tins, bottles, spoons, or other 
available percussion instruments
4. Roots of Rhythm curriculum Ch. 2
5. ROR CD track 11-12

Student Skill Level 
N/A

Procedure: 
1. Play line A (the quarter- note pulse) using TUBS Notation for Hispanic Drumming. Have the 
class imitate it, using their bodies as instruments by tapping, clapping, clicking or stamping.

2.  Play line B on a triangle. Ask the students to imitate it using bottles or spoons while saying the vocable "mm" on the rests.

3.  Play line C on the claves, and instruct the students to imitate it using sticks. Students again say "mm" on the rests.

4. Divide the class into three sections, assigning each section A, B, or C. Begin with one section and then add the other sections to form a layered texture. 

5. After the rhythm has been played successfully ask the students key questions: Did we all perform the same rhythmic pattern after we divided the class? Did our patterns fit together? How did we put them together?

6. Play a recording of an Afro-Latin American ensemble performance "Oshossi" and ask the following questions: Is there more than one drum playing? Do you hear a steady pattern that you could imitate? Does the steady pattern ever change? Can you guess what kind of occasion this music is being played for?

7. Show the students examples of TUBS notation and explain how to read it. Lead students in counting eight-beat measures slowly. When players are comfortable with their parts, increase the tempo.

8. Divide the class into three sections. The rhythms should be precise and the ostinatos regular.

9. Play the recordings again and have the class perform improvised patterns or ostinatos along with the drum ensemble on the recording.

10. Introduce the idea of improvisation br having students experiment with hitting the drum in various ways, such as with sticks, hands, or fingers in the middle of the membrane, on the edge, or on the side.  

Student Product 
Homemade instruments (Bongos), student performance of improvised rhythms and simple composed pattern using TUBS notation

Assessment 
Student performance of rhythms 

Reflection 
N/A

Resources
N/A

